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Abstract 

A quantum algorithm for the bin-packing problem by a quarter method and its 

example are reported. It is decided whether n pieces of luggage are packed 

into k boxes, where each weight of the luggage is M or less, and the maximum 

storage weight of the box is M. A computational complexity of a classical 

computation is kn. The computational complexity becomes about 3(log2 k)n by 

this quantum algorithm. Therefore, a decreased process becomes possible. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Kudo reported localization phenomena in the constrained quantum annealing of graph 

coloring from the viewpoint of analogy to a tightbinding chain under effective fields 

[1]. The algorithms of the quantum computer by Deutsch-Jozsa, Shor, Grover, and so 

on are known [2-7]. Ambainis’s quantum walk algorithms was the example to 

decrease the computational complexity [8]. When the feature of the problem isn’t 

used, it is difficult to decrease the computational complexity. Bennett, Bernstein, 
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Brassard, and Vazirani addressed the class NP cannot be solved on a quantum Turing 

machine in time O(2n/2) [9]. However, they didn’t eliminate the unnecessary data on 

the machine’s way to the end.  

For this reason, Fujimura suggested that the probability amplitudes of the traveling 

salesman problem are converged quickly by a quarter method [10]. Its computational 

complexity is decreased. The bin-packing problem [11] is examined by the quarter 

method this time. Therefore, its result is reported. 

 

2. BIN-PACKING PROBLEM 

It is decided whether n pieces of luggage are packed into k boxes, where each weight 

of the luggage is M or less, and the maximum storage weight of the box is M [11].  

 

3. QUANTUM ALGORITHM 

It is assumed that there are n pieces of luggage and k boxes, where each weight of the 

luggage is M or less, the maximum storage weight of the box is M, each weight of 

luggage is xi [1 ≤ i ≤ n. i is an integer.], and ai [1 ≤ i ≤ n. i is an integer.] is 0 or 1 or ∙∙∙ 

or k – 2 or k – 1. When the number of the n times repeated permutation of 0, 1, ∙∙∙ , k – 

2, and k – 1 is kn [= W0], a1kn – 1 + a2kn – 2 + ∙∙∙ + ank0 = Σi = 1 → n aikn – i = U[X] [X is the 

number of datum.] is the numbering datum from 0 to kn – 1 [For example, U[X = 0] is 

a1 = 0, a2 = 0, ∙∙∙ , an – 1 = 0, and an = 0 , and U[X = kn – 1] is a1 = k – 1, a2 = k – 1, ∙∙∙ , 

an – 1 = k – 1, and an = k – 1.]. g is the minimum integer that follows kn/k! ≤ 4g = 22g, 

because a number of combinations of an answer is at least k!. U[X = 0] = 0, U[X = 

(W0/4) – 1 – k!], U[X = (W0/16) – 1 – k!], ∙∙∙ , U[X = (W0/4
g –1) – 1 – k!], and U[X = 

(W0/4
g) – k!] ≈ 0 are computed. [→ See Appendix-1] Next, a quantum algorithm is 

shown as the following.  

First of all, quantum registers |a1›, |a2›, ∙∙∙ , |an›, |b1›, |b2›, |c1›, |c2›, ∙∙∙ , |ck›, |d›, |e1›, and 

|e2› are prepared. When F is the minimum integer that is log2 (4k) or more, each of |af › 

that f is an integer from 1 to n is consisted of F qubits. [→ See Appendix-2] States of 

|af ›, |b1›, |b2›, |c1›, |c2›, ∙∙∙ , |ck›, |d›, |e1›, and |e2› are af, b1, b2, c1, c2, ∙∙∙ , ck, d, e1, and e2, 

respectively. 

Step 1: Each qubit of |af ›, |b1›, |b2›, |c1›, |c2›, ∙∙∙ , |ck›, |d›, |e1›, and |e2› is set |0›. 
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Step 2: The Hadamard gate H [3, 4] acts on each qubit of |af ›. It changes them for 

entangled states. The total states are (2F )n. [2F ≈ 4k] [|af › is consisted of F qubits. 

Each qubit is acted on by H. Therefore, Fn of H are necessary.] 

Step 3: It is assumed that a quantum gate (A) changes |b1› for |1› in af < k, or it 

changes |b1› for |0› in the others of af, it changes |b2› for |b2 + af kn – f› at |af ›, and it 

changes |ch› [1 ≤ h ≤ k. h is an integer.] for |ch + xf › at af = h – 1. As a target state for 

|b1› is 1, quantum phase inversion gates (PI) and quantum inversion about mean gates 

(IM) [3, 6, 7] act on |b1›. [Grover’s database search. The same gates action is shown in 

the following.] [3, 6, 7]. When G is (2F/k)1/2 ≈ (4k/k)1/2 = 2, the total number that (PI) 
and (IM) act on |b1› is G = 2, because they are a couple. Next, an observation gate 

(OB) observes |b1›. [Shor’s data decrease. The same gate action is shown in the 

following.] [3, 5]. [→ See Appendix-2] These actions are repeated sequentially from 

|a1› to |an›. Therefore, each state of |af › is 0, 1, ∙∙∙ , k – 2, and k – 1, and the total states 

become kn [= W0]. 

Step 4: It is assumed that a quantum gate (B) changes |d› for |d + 1› in ch ≤ M, or it 

doesn’t change |d› in the others of ch. These actions are repeated sequentially from |c1› 

to |ch›.  

Step 5: It is assumed that a quantum gate (C) doesn’t changes |e1› at d = k, or it 

changes |e1› for |e1 + 1 + b2› in the others of d.  

Step 6: It is assumed that a quantum gate (D1) changes |e2› for |1› in U[X = 0] = 0 ≤ e1 

≤ U[X = (kn/4) – 1 – k!] = (kn/4) – 1 – k!, or it changes |e2› for |0› in the others of e1. 

As the target state for |e2› is 1, (PI) and (IM) act on |e2›. The number of the data that is 

included in 0 ≤ e1 ≤ (kn/4) – 1 – k! is W1 ≈ kn/4. [→ See Appendix-1] When L1 is 

(W0/W1)
1/2 ≈ (kn/(kn/4))1/2 = 2, the total number that (PI) and (IM) act on |e2› is L1 = 2. 

Next, (OB) observes |e2›, and the data of W1 remain.  

Similarly, (Di) [2 ≤ i ≤ g – 1. i is the integer.] changes |e2› for |1› in 0 ≤ e1 ≤ U[X = 

(W0/4
i) – 1 – k!] = (kn/4i) – 1 – k!, or it changes |e2› for |0› in the others of e1. As the 

target state for |e2› is 1, (PI) and (IM) act on |e2›. The number of the data that is 

included in 0 ≤ e1 ≤ (kn/4i) – 1 – k! is Wi ≈ W0/4
i = kn/4i. When Li is (Wi – 1/ Wi)

1/2 ≈ 

((kn/4i – 1)/(kn/4i))1/2 = 2, the total number that (PI) and (IM) act on |e2› is Li = 2. Next, 

(OB) observes |e2›, and the data of Wi remain. These actions are repeated sequentially 

from 2 to g – 1 at i.  
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(Dg) changes |e2› for |1› at e1 = 0 [0 ≤ e1 ≤ U[X = (W0/4
g) – 1 – k!] = (kn/4g) – 1 – k! ≈ 

0], or it changes |e2› for |0› in the others of e1. As the target state for |e2› is 1, (PI) and 

(IM) act on |e2›. The number of the data that is included at e1 = 0 is Wg
 ≈ k! ≈ kn/4g. 

When Lg is (Wg – 1/Wg) 
1/2 ≈ ((kn/4g – 1)/(kn/4g))1/2 = 2, the total number that (PI) and 

(IM) act on |e2› is Lg = 2. Next, (OB) observes |af ›, |b1›, |b2›, |ch›, |d›, |e1›, and |e2›, and 

one of the data of Wg remains. Therefore, one example of combinations that are ch ≤ 

M is obtained. 

 

4. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION 

It is assumed that there are n = 6, x1 = 3, x2 = 2, x3 = 5, x4 = 1, x5 = 6, x6 = 4, k = 3,  

M = 7, and g = 4 [36/3! = 726/6 = 121.5 ≤ 4g = 44 = 256].  

First of all, quantum registers |a1›, |a2›, ∙∙∙ , |a6›, |b1›, |b2›, |c1›, |c2›, |c3›, |d›, |e1›, and 

|e2› are prepared. When F is the minimum integer that is log2 (4k) = log2 (4∙3) ≈ 2 + 

1.6 = 3.6 ≤ 4, each of |af › that f is an integer from 1 to 6 is consisted of 4 qubits. States 

of |a1›, |a2›, ∙∙∙ , |a6›, |b1›, |b2›, |c1›, |c2›, |c3›, |d›, |e1›, and |e2› are a1, a2, ∙∙∙ , a6, b1, b2, c1, 

c2, c3, d, e1, and e2, respectively. 

Step 1: Each qubit of |af ›, |b1›, |b2›, |c1›, |c2›, |c3›, |d›, |e1›, and |e2› is set |0›. 

Step 2: H acts on each qubit of |af ›. It changes them for entangled states. The total 

states are (24)6. [24 ≈ 4∙3] [|af › is consisted of 4 qubits. Each qubit is acted on by H. 

Therefore, Fn of H are necessary.] 

Step 3: (A) changes |b1› for |1› in af < k, or it changes |b1› for |0› in the others of af, it 

changes |b2› for |b2 + af 3
6 – f› at |af ›, and it changes |ch› [1 ≤ h ≤ 3. h is an integer.] for 

|ch + xf › at af = h – 1. As a target state for |b1› is 1, (PI) and (IM) act on |b1›. When G is 

(2F/k)1/2 = (24/3)1/2 ≈ (4∙3/3)1/2 = 2, the total number that (PI) and (IM) act on |b1› is G 

= 2. Next, (OB) observes |b1›. These actions are repeated sequentially from |a1› to |a6›. 

Therefore, each state of |af › is 0, 1, or 2, and the total states become 36 [= W0]. 

Step 4: (B) changes |d› for |d + 1› in ch ≤ 7, or it doesn’t change |d› in the others of ch. 

These actions are repeated sequentially from |c1› to |c3›.  

Step 5: (C) doesn’t changes |e1› at d = 3, or it changes |e1› for |e1 + 1 + b2› in the 

others of d.  

Step 6: (D1) changes |e2› for |1› in 0 ≤ e1 ≤ U[X = (kn/4) – 1 – k!] = (36/4) – 1 – 6, or it 

changes |e2› for |0› in the others of e1. As the target state for |e2› is 1, (PI) and (IM) act 
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on |e2›. The number of the data that is included in 0 ≤ e1 ≤ (36/4) – 1 – 6 is W1 ≈ 36/4. 

When L1 is (W0/W1)
1/2 ≈ (36/(36/4))1/2 = 2, the total number that (PI) and (IM) act on 

|e2› is L1 = 2. Next, (OB) observes |e2›, and the data of W1 remain.  

Similarly, (Di) [2 ≤ i ≤ 4 – 1 = 3. i is the integer.] changes |e2› for |1› in 0 ≤ e1 ≤ U[X = 

(W0/4
i) – 1 – 6] = (36/4i) – 1 – 6, or it changes |e2› for |0› in the others of e1. As the 

target state for |e2› is 1, (PI) and (IM) act on |e2›. The number of the data that is 

included in 0 ≤ e1 ≤ (36/4i) – 1 – 6 is Wi ≈ 36/4i. When Li is (Wi – 1/ Wi)
1/2 ≈ ((36/4i – 

1)/(36/4i))1/2 = 2, the total number that (PI) and (IM) act on |e2› is Li = 2. Next, (OB) 

observes |e2›, and the data of Wi remain. These actions are repeated sequentially from 

2 to 3 at i.  

(D4) changes |e2› for |1› at e1 = 0, or it changes |e2› for |0› in the others of e1. As the 

target state for |e2› is 1, (PI) and (IM) act on |e2›. The number of the data that is 

included at e1 = 0 is W4
 ≈ k! = 6 ≈ kn/4g = 36/44. When L4 is (W3/W4) 

1/2 ≈ 

((36/43)/(36/44))1/2 = 2, the total number that (PI) and (IM) act on |e2› is L4 = 2. Next, 

(OB) observes |a1›, |a2›, ∙∙∙ , |a6›, |b1›, |b2›, |c1›, |c2›, |c3›, |d›, |e1›, and |e2›, and one of 

the data of W4 remains. For example, when a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, b1, b2, c1, c2, c3, d, e1, 

and e2 are 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 132, 7, 7, 7, 3, 0, and 1, respectively, it is obtained that 3 

combinations that are (1, 6), (2, 5), and (3, 4). 

 

5. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

The computational complexity of this quantum algorithm [= S] becomes the following. 

In the order of the actions by the gates, the number of them is Fn at H, n at (A), Gn = 

2n at (PI) and (IM), n at (OB), k at (B), 2 at (C), g at (Di) [1 ≤ i ≤ g. i is the integer.], Σ 

i = 1→g Li = 2g at (PI) and (IM), and g at (OB). Therefore, S becomes (F + 4)n + k + 2 + 

4g. In the example of the numerical computation at section 4, S is 69. The 

computational complexity of the classical computation [= Z] is kn = 36 = 729. After all, 

S/Z becomes about 1/11. When n is large enough, S becomes about 3(log2 k)n, where 

F is about log2 (4k), g is about (1/2)log2 (kn/k!) ≈ (n/2)log2 k, and k! is about 

kke-k(2k)1/2 [Stirling’s formula].  And then, S/Z is about 3(log2 k)n/kn ≈ n/kn. For 

example, as for n = 100 and k = 4, S/Z is about 1/1058. Therefore, a decreased process 

becomes possible.  

I hope that this result will be confirmed by many experiments. 
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APPENDIX-1 

It is assumed that the number of data is N, the value of data of N/4 is Y, and values of 

data of 3N/4 are the others. When the probability amplitudes of data of Y are marked a 

minus, the mean of probability amplitudes becomes  

(N –1/2(3N/4) – N –1/2(N/4))/N = (1/2)N –1/2.  

When the inversion about mean is practiced, the probability amplitudes of data of Y 

are – (– N –1/2) + (1/2)N –1/2×2 = 2N –1/2, and the probability amplitude of data of 

others are N –1/2 – (N –1/2 – (1/2)N –1/2)×2 = 0.  

Therefore, the sum of square of probability amplitude is  

(2N –1/2)2(1/4)N + 02(3/4)N = 1 + 0 = 1.  

After all, the data of N/4 of Y remain [3, 6, 7, 10]. [→ This is a quarter method-1.] 

When this process is repeated, the number of data decreases and the probability 

amplitudes of necessary data increase. 

 

APPENDIX-2 

It is assumed that the state of |b1› is 1, and there is log2 (4k) ≤ F. [→ 4k ≈ 2F ] When 

the probability amplitudes of state of 1 are marked a minus, the mean of probability 

amplitudes becomes ((2F)–1/2(2F – k) – (2F)–1/2k)/2F = (1 – (2k/2F))(2F)–1/2 ≈ 

(1/2)(4k)–1/2.  

When the inversion about mean is practiced, the probability amplitudes of state of 1 

are – (– (2F)–1/2) + (1 – (2k/2F))(2F)–1/2×2 = (3 – (4k/2F))(2F)–1/2 ≈ 2(4k)–1/2,  

and the probability amplitude of state of 0 are  

(2F)–1/2 – ((2F)–1/2 – (1 – (2k/2F))(2F)–1/2)×2 = (1 – (4k/2F))(2F)–1/2 ≈ 0.  

Therefore, the sum of square of probability amplitude is  

((3 – (4k/2F))(2F)–1/2)2k + ((1 – (4k/2F))(2F)–1/2)2(2F – k) ≈ 4(4k)–1k + 02(4k – k) = 1.  

After all, the data of state of 1 [(4k)/4 → k] remain [3, 6, 7, 10]. [→ This is the quarter 

method-2.] 
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